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Applied Bayesian Statistics: With R and OpenBUGS Examples (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	
		This book is based on over a dozen years teaching a Bayesian Statistics course. The material presented here has been used by students of different levels and disciplines, including advanced undergraduates studying Mathematics and Statistics and students in graduate programs  in Statistics, Biostatistics, Engineering, Economics,...
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Advances in Computer Science, Intelligent Systems and Environment: Vol.3 (Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing)Springer, 2011

	
		CSISE2011 is an integrated conference concentrating its focus upon Computer Science,Intelligent System and Environment. In the proceeding, you can learn much more knowledge about Computer Science, Intelligent System and Environment of researchers all around the world. The international conference will provide a forum for engineers,...
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Music-Inspired Harmony Search Algorithm: Theory and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	
		Calculus has been used in solving many scientific and engineering problems. For optimization problems, however, the differential calculus technique sometimes has a drawback when the objective function is step-wise, discontinuous, or multi-modal, or when decision variables are discrete rather than continuous. Thus, researchers have...
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Data Mining in Bioinformatics (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2004

	
		The aim of this book is to introduce the reader to some of the best
	
		techniques for data mining in bioinformatics in the hope that the reader
	
		will build on them to make new discoveries on his or her own. The
	
		book contains twelve chapters in four parts, namely, overview, sequence
	
		and structure alignment, biological...
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Introduction to Evolutionary Computing (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2008

	
		The first complete overview of evolutionary computing, the collective name for a range of problem-solving techniques based on principles of biological evolution, such as natural selection and genetic inheritance. The text is aimed directly at lecturers and graduate and undergraduate students. It is also meant for those who wish to...
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Modern Database Management (11th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	
		This text is designed to be used with an introductory course in database management.
	
		Such a course is usually required as part of an information systems curriculum in
	
		business schools, computer technology programs, and applied computer science
	
		departments. The Association for Information Systems (AIS), the Association...
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Multi-Sensor Data Fusion with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2009

	
		Using MATLAB® examples wherever possible, Multi-Sensor Data Fusion with MATLAB explores the three levels of multi-sensor data fusion (MSDF): kinematic-level fusion, including the theory of DF; fuzzy logic and decision fusion; and pixel- and feature-level image fusion. The authors elucidate DF...
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Randomized Algorithms for Analysis and Control of Uncertain Systems: With Applications (Communications and Control Engineering)Springer, 2012

	
		The presence of uncertainty in a system description has always been a critical issue in control. The main objective of Randomized Algorithms for Analysis and Control of Uncertain Systems, with Applications (Second Edition) is to introduce the reader to the fundamentals of probabilistic methods in the analysis and design of...
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Adobe AIR Programming UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008

	
		Covers version 1.5 of Adobe AIR

	
		 

	
		Written to help you hit the ground running, this book teaches you how to build state-of-the-art rich desktop applications on the breakthrough Adobe AIR platform.

	
		 

	...
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Evolutionary Computation 1: Basic Algorithms and OperatorsTaylor & Francis, 2000

	
		The original Handbook of Evolutionary Computation (Back et a1 1997) was
	
		designed to fulfil1 the need for a broad-based reference book reflecting the
	
		important role that evolutionary computation plays in a variety of disciplinesranging
	
		from the natural sciences and engineering to evolutionary biology and
	
		computer...
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DB2 Express-c: The Developer Handbook for Xml, Php, C/c++, Java, and .netVervante, 2006

	
		
			This IBM® Redbook will help you get started in application development with
		
			XML, PHP, C/C++, Java™, and .NET using the free IBM database management
		
			system offering DB2® Express-C V9. This book is organized as follows:
		


		
			* Chapter 1...
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Instant HTML5 2D PlatformerPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Learn how to develop a 2D HTML5 platformer that is capable of running in modern browsers

	
		Overview

		
			Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
			Learn about HTML5 2D game development and how to create your own HTML5 games

...
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